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High priority divertor and PMI research on the pathway to FNSF/DEMO 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Plasma Science and Fusion Center† 

Executive Summary 
 

1. Extreme power exhaust and plasma-materials interactions (PMI) in long-pulse plasmas are among the 

largest ‘gaps’ in the way of proceeding to FNSF/DEMO; they are also among the highest research priorities 

identified for the FES program (2007 FESAC panel report).  
 

2. Experimental results indicate these challenges are even more severe than originally anticipated; divertor 

power handling in ITER will be marginal at best; there is a growing concern that a fusion reactor may not be 

feasible, based on power exhaust and long-pulse PMI considerations alone. These ‘gaps’ must be clearly 

highlighted in the 2015 FES plan. 
 

3. The development of advanced materials alone will not be capable of solving fusion’s power exhaust and 

long-pulse PMI challenges. 
 

4. It is now well recognized that innovative divertor solutions, such as advanced magnetic divertors and/or 

liquid metal targets, will be required and that they must be demonstrated experimentally at reactor-level 

conditions. Yet no facility exists in the world, nor is any being planned, that can test such concepts at the 

magnetic geometries, magnetic field strengths and power densities required to replicate reactor-level 

divertor/PMI conditions and to test their compatibility with high-performance core plasma operation. 
 

5. Viable divertor solutions must be identified and tested experimentally before committing to next step fusion 

devices. Lacking that, funding agencies and policy makers will not be convinced to invest in a 

FNSF/DEMO while large-impact feasibly issues remain unresolved. 
 

6. It is neither credible, nor prudent to think that an FNSF would be an appropriate test bed (during a non-

nuclear phase) to develop advanced divertor solutions for FNSF/DEMO. ITER will not be able to perform 

this function either. 
 

7. Superconducting tokamaks (EAST, KSTAR, JT-60SA) are not appropriate for this long-pulse R&D 

mission; neither are linear plasma simulators. The requirement of matching FNSF/DEMO parallel heat 

fluxes and magnetic field strengths (5-8T) makes DIII-D and NSTX-U inappropriate for this mission. 
 

8. The FES strategic roadmap must therefore address this issue head-on and set high priorities for (1) 

experiments to support ITER’s heat exhaust challenges in the near term and (2) a new focused experimental 

facility to demonstrate, if at all possible, the existence of a plausible divertor/PMI solution pathway for 

FNSF/DEMO. 
 

9. A short-pulse (3-5 s), high-field, high-power density advanced divertor tokamak is the best choice for this 

R&D mission: develop and demonstrate divertor/PMI solutions that scale to long-duration (~5x10
7
 s) at 

FNSF/DEMO divertor conditions and assess their compatibility with high-performance core plasma 

operation. In addition, such a facility can be designed to test potential game-changing ideas for low-PMI, 

reactor-relevant RF current drive and heating actuators, such as high-field side launch – a location where 

PMI can be substantially reduced and wave physics is most favorable for efficient current drive, heating and 

flow drive. 
 

10. The US has unique resources to lead world research in this critical area; it has the world’s experts in 

advanced magnetic divertors and liquid metal target concepts; it has the high-field magnet technology and 

high power-density RF systems developed for the Alcator program. The strategic plan for US fusion energy 

development should include a nationally organized, advanced divertor tokamak test experiment as a new, 

high priority initiative. Lacking such a facility, the US would likely cede world leadership in advanced 

divertor development and forgo opportunities for leadership on RF physics/technology and PMI issues as 

well. 
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The 2007 FESAC panel report_[3] identified ‘Plasma Facing Components’, ‘Plasma-Wall Interactions’ 

and ‘RF Antennas, Launching Structures and Other Internal Components’ as key “issues” that “must 

be addressed and resolved before Demo” and ranked these research priorities as respectively Tier 1, 2 

and 3 ([3] pages 10-12): 

Tier 1 – Plasma Facing Components: Understand the materials and processes that can be used to 

design replaceable components that can survive the enormous heat, plasma and neutron fluxes 

without degrading the performance of the plasma or compromising the fuel cycle. 

Tier 2 – Plasma-Wall Interactions: Understand and control of all processes that couple the plasma 

and nearby materials. 

Tier 3 – RF Antennas, Launching Structures and Other Internal Components: Establish the necessary 

understanding of plasma interactions, neutron loading and materials to allow design of RF antennas 

and launchers, control coils, final optics and any other diagnostic equipment that can survive and 

function within the plasma vessel.  

2007 FESAC panel report_[3] also identified fifteen ‘major gaps’ in the way of proceeding to DEMO. 

These were ‘gaps’ with “the greatest importance and the least likelihood of being resolved by current 

research.” Three most relevant to ‘extreme power exhaust and plasma-materials interactions (PMI) in 

long-pulse plasmas’ are ([3] section 4d, pages 189-191): 

G-2. Demonstration of integrated, steady-state, high-performance (advanced) burning plasmas, 

including first wall and divertor interactions. 

G-7. Integrated understanding of RF launching structures and wave coupling for scenarios suitable 

for Demo and compatible with the nuclear and plasma environment. 

G-9. Sufficient understanding of plasma-wall interactions to predict the environment for and 

behavior of plasma facing and other internal components for Demo conditions. 

The 2007 FESAC panel correctly identified these ‘gaps’ as being “the least likelihood of being 

resolved by current research.” While research in these areas since 2007 has helped understand some of 

the physics, little progress has been made towards closing these gaps. The level of priority and 

importance for the 2015 FES strategic plan should therefore be similar or higher. 

 
 

Experimental research performed since the 2007 FESAC report has informed the severity of the power 

exhaust and plasma-materials interactions challenges for both ITER and FNSF/DEMO. 

2.1 Divertor Power Gap 

In ITER’s planned baseline scenario_[4], its QDT=10 burning core with 33% input power radiated 

would send 100 MW of heat exhaust via a narrow heat channel (q ~5 mm wide at outer midplane) 

into its tungsten, vertical target plate divertor_[5] – the most advanced divertor concept at the time of 

ITER’s design – pioneered by Alcator C-Mod_[6]. Assuming that disruptions can be avoided/mitigated 

and ELMs can be reduced or eliminated_[5], this steady heat flow would be accommodated (< 10 

MW/m
2
 surface heat flux) by producing a ‘partially detached’ divertor state, in which 70% of the 

1. Extreme power exhaust and plasma-materials interactions (PMI) in long-pulse plasmas are among 

the largest ‘gaps’ in the way of proceeding to FNSF/DEMO; they are also among the highest research 

priorities identified for the FES program (2007 FESAC panel report).  

2. Experimental results indicate these challenges are even more severe than originally anticipated; 

divertor power handling in ITER will be marginal at best; there is a growing concern that a fusion 

reactor may not be feasible, based on power exhaust and long-pulse PMI considerations alone. These 

‘gaps’ must be clearly highlighted in the 2015 FES plan. 

http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf
http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf#page=10
http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf
http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf#page=189
http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Meetings/FEC2008/it_p6-13.pdf
http://www.burningplasma.org/resources/ref/1_Pitts.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/Lipschultz_FST_2007_divertors.pdf
http://www.burningplasma.org/resources/ref/1_Pitts.pdf
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power is radiated, facilitated by impurity seeding (Ar, 

Ne, N). This expected heat flux channel width (q ~ 5 

mm) is highly uncertain, however, and a coordinated 

multi-machine investigation was initiated in 2010 to 

assemble empirical scaling to ITER conditions. The 

news is not good. Results clearly indicate_[1] that q 

in low divertor recycling H-modes is independent of 

machine size and scales inversely with poloidal 

magnetic field strength at the outer midplane, 

projecting to a q that is the same as C-Mod, q ~ 1 

mm (Fig. 2.1). Moreover, from simple geometry, this 

result means that the heat flux flowing along field 

lines into the divertor scales as q// ~ PSOL B/R, with 

PSOL being the total power entering the scrape-off 

layer (SOL). This is a serious challenge for successful 

ITER operation; experiments are now examining if 

this scaling for q holds true when the divertor is in a 

partially detached regime. A fallback position is to 

increase core radiation but at the penalty of degrading 

confinement (Fig. 2.2). Experiments suggest that H98 

> 1 requires PSOL to exceed the L-H power 

threshold, PLH ~50 MW for ITER. This implies 

that a doubling of the core radiated power 

fraction from 33% to 66% is possible, but not 

more. A factor of 5 reduction in ‘planned q’ 

means that the divertor may need to handle 2.5 

times the q// values originally anticipated. 

Experiments are presently using a combination 

of core and divertor seeding to explore the 

maximum PSOL B /R that a conventional high-Z 

(W or Mo) vertical target plate can handle 

while maintaining good core confinement. 

ASDEX-Upgrade has obtained PSOL B/R ~ 18 

[MW-T/m]_[7] while C-Mod has obtained PSOL 

B/R ~ 25_[2]. However, this is far short of PLH 

B/R ~ 45 required for ITER (Fig. 2.3). As 

shown in Fig. 2.3, the requirements for DEMO 

(based on ARIES ACT1 and ACT2 concepts_[8]) are much worse, even when if large core radiation 

fractions (~85%) are assumed such that these devices operate with PSOL ~ PLH – a potentially 

unobtainable situation. 

 2.2 Divertor Erosion Gap 

Long pulse length (~5x10
7
 s) operation of FNSF/DEMO imposes an additional challenge on divertor 

operation, not encountered in ITER or present experiments – much more severe than the divertor 

power handling challenge: nearly complete suppression of material erosion and PMI damage at 

divertor target plates is required_[9]. Steady state heat removal of qs ~10 MW/m
2
 at high temperature 

requires thin refractory (W) plasma-facing components, on the order of ~ 5 mm thick_[10]. This 

 
Fig. 2.2 – Good core confinement (H98 > 1) requires 

scrape-off layer power (PSOL) above the L-H power 

threshold value (PLH)_[2]. This places a restriction on 

core radiation and sets a minimum value PSOL that the 

divertor needs to handle, e.g., PSOL~ 50 MW for ITER. 

 

 
Fig. 2.1 – Results from multi-machine 

scaling_[1] indicate that the heat-channel 

width, q, is independent of machine size and 

scales inverse with poloidal magnetic field 

strength, projecting q~ 1 mm for ITER. 

http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/53/i=9/a=093031
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/52/i=12/a=122003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3567547
http://advprojects.pppl.gov/ROADMAPPING/IAEA2/T1_DEMO2/KESSEL_T1_4DEMO2.pdf
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/51/i=6/a=063001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0920379610003637
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3567547
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/53/i=9/a=093031
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restricts the allowed net surface erosion rate to be less than 1 mm per year, or a net W erosion flux of 

W ~ 1.5x10
18

 m
-2

 s
-1

. At an electron temperature of 6 eV, plasma surface heat flux at qs ~10 MW m
-2

 

corresponds to a bombarding ion flux of ion ~ 1.5x10
24

 m
-2

 s
-1

.  Thus net W erosion yield must be 

suppressed to 1 part in 10
6
, even in the presence of impurity ions (Ar, Ne, N) used for seeding. 

Measurements_[11] and models find W sputtering yields in the divertor to be on the order of 10
-4

 for 

typical impurity concentrations – a factor of 100 ‘gap’. It was thought that prompt-redeposition physics 

would help – sputtered W ionizing within a Larmor orbit that carries it back to the plate. But, deposited 

material is not tightly bound to the bulk and becomes mixed with impurities; subsequent sputtering 

yields can be 10 times that of the bulk material_[12]. Helium ion bombardment at energies exceeding 

20 eV also damages tungsten via implantation, leading to the formation of ‘nano-tendrils’ at elevated 

surface temperatures_[13] – a new mechanism to destroy a solid material surface. Thus, the only 

solution – apart from using self-annealing, liquid metal targets – is to operate in regimes in which the 

divertor plasma is fully detached, i.e., a state in which electron temperatures everywhere are well below 

5 eV, impurity ion impact energies are below sputtering and damage thresholds, ion-neutral collisions 

remove plasma momentum, radiation/neutrals carry heat to surfaces and ion fluxes to target plates drop 

by more than two orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, experiments (with conventional divertors) have 

not been able to attain a fully detached divertor simultaneously with good core plasma confinement. 

The highest values of PSOL B/R are attained with partially detached divertors. The problem stems from 

the detachment ‘front’ intruding into the confined plasma_[14], cooling the pedestal region and 

degrading core performance. This behavior was recognized early in divertor detachment experiments, 

as noted by Gary McCracken in 1999_[15]: “It thus appears that it is not possible to have [fully] 

detached discharges with good H-mode confinement.” Further development in this area became 

relatively stagnant since that time. The vertical target divertor was adopted for ITER as the design 

choice. The problem remains to be overcome. Divertor erosion and power gaps are formidable; a 

plausible solution pathway to a fusion reactor remains to be demonstrated. 

From the discussion above, it is obvious that advanced materials development alone will not be able to 

solve power exhaust and long-pulse PMI issues. If left unmitigated, steady state plasma power flux 

 
Fig. 2.3 – C-Mod and AUG have demonstrated H98 > 1 with acceptable divertor surface power densities 

(i.e.,  < 5 MW m
-2

) at the indicated values of B and PSOL B/R. But these are a factor of ~2 away from ITER 

and very far from accommodating DEMOs. 

3. The development of advanced materials alone will not be capable of solving fusion’s power exhaust 

and long-pulse PMI challenges. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022311598008903
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/52/i=10/a=103003
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/52/i=4/a=042003
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022311598005777
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022311598005716
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densities to surfaces would greatly surpass any steady state heat removal technology; particle flux 

densities and associated sputtering yields would chew through 10 cm of pure tungsten in one year; 

~10,000 kg of material would displaced or ‘worked’ in the process_[9].  
 

It has become increasingly evident that plasma physics based solutions, such as advanced magnetic 

divertors, will be required to reduce incident heat fluxes and ion impact energies to tolerable levels. 

The jump from ITER to DEMO is just too large: a factor of ~4 increase in PSOL and a factor or ~10,000 

increase in pulse length. Self-annealing, liquid metal targets also must be considered as a possible 

option to circumvent energetic ion-induced damage and sputtering. Through the EFDA framework, 

European scientists have recognized this challenge and have formulated a clear roadmap for fusion 

energy_[16] which addresses the heat exhaust challenge – ranking it #2 in priority, behind developing 

plasma regimes of operation for DEMO. 

“Fusion Electricity: A roadmap to the realization of fusion energy”, prepared by the European Fusion 

Development Agreement [16] – Executive Summary, page 1:  

“A reliable solution to the problem of heat exhaust is probably the main challenge towards the 

realisation of magnetic confinement fusion. The risk exists that the baseline strategy pursued in 

ITER cannot be extrapolated to a fusion power plant. Hence, in parallel to the programme in 

support of the baseline strategy, an aggressive programme on alternative solutions for the divertor 

is necessary. Some concepts are already being tested at proof-of-principle level and their technical 

feasibility in a fusion power plant is being assessed. Since the extrapolation from proof-of-principle 

devices to ITER/DEMO based on modelling alone is considered too large, a dedicated test on 

specifically upgraded existing facilities or on a dedicated Divertor Tokamak Test (DTT) facility 

will be necessary.” 

The urgency for addressing this challenge is stated on page 20: 

“If ITER shows that the baseline strategy [with a conventional divertor] cannot be extrapolated to 

DEMO, the lack of an alternative solution would delay the realisation of fusion by 10-20 years” 

Advanced magnetic divertor ideas have been proposed, including snowflake_[17], X-divertor_[18], 

super-X divertor_[19] and X-point target divertor_[20]. Some of these (snowflake, X-divertor) are being 

tested (or will be tested) for their basic physics properties at low power densities in TCV_[21]_[22]_[23] 

and MAST_[24] (super-X). Snowflakes with high-flux expansion targets have also been produced in 

NSTX_[25] and DIII-D_[26]. However, as shown in Fig. 4.1, no facility exists in the world (with the 

possible exception of C-Mod) that is capable of matching both the parallel heat flux density into the 

divertor (q// ~ PSOL B/R) and the magnetic field strength (B) of FNSF/DEMO. But q//, B and magnetic 

topology of a reactor divertor must be matched in order to match key dimensionless parameters that 

that control PMI physics_[9]_[27]. This can be understood as follows. The electron temperature at the 

divertor target plate in a reactor will be in the range of ~5 eV or less – this is dictated by atomic 

physics and the requirement that partial or full divertor detachment be attained. The plasma density (or 

plasma pressure) in the divertor is therefore fixed by q// – either by the requirement of conducting q// 

through the plasma sheath or by the requirement of dissipating q// by impurity radiation in a thermal 

front_[28]. Thus in order to match key dimensionless parameters that control PMI physics (e.g., 

debye/ion, z /ion) B and q// combined with magnetic geometry must be made identical to a 

4. It is now well recognized that innovative divertor solutions, such as advanced magnetic divertors 

and/or liquid metal targets, will be required and that they must be demonstrated experimentally at 

reactor-level conditions. Yet no facility exists in the world, nor is any being planned, that can test such 

concepts at the magnetic geometries, magnetic field strengths and power densities required to replicate 

reactor-level divertor/PMI conditions and to test their compatibility with high-performance core 

plasma operation. 

http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/51/i=6/a=063001
http://www.efda.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/JG12.356-web.pdf?5c1bd2
http://www.efda.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/JG12.356-web.pdf?5c1bd2#page=1
http://www.efda.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/JG12.356-web.pdf?5c1bd2#page=20
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.2738399
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHP/14/072502/1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3110984
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/research/alcator/pubs/APS/APS2013/labombard_cont-oral_APS-13.pdf
http://stacks.iop.org/0741-3335/51/i=5/a=055009
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.155003
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/54/i=2/a=023009
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0920379611002304
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4737117
http://www-naweb.iaea.org/napc/physics/FEC/FEC2012/presentations/801_PD12.pdf
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/51/i=6/a=063001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0920379611006429
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/Hutchinson_NF_1994_thermal_fronts.pdf
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reactor_[9]_[27]. Consistent with this picture is the requirement that reactor-level B fields are needed to 

produce reactor-level plasma pressures in the boundary plasma, due to beta limits associated with the 

edge plasma pedestal_[29]. As discussed by Hutchinson and Vlases_[30], by matching the B and q// of a 

reactor it is also possible, at least in principle, to perform an approximate ‘divertor similarity 

experiment’ in which five key scale parameters (Te, *=Ld/ei, d/ , i/d,  with Ld  = divertor 

field line length, d = SOL thickness) are identical to the reactor. The poloidal flux expansion and 

divertor leg length could be adjusted to do this. In any case, the overall message is clear: matching 

absolute reactor divertor parameters (B, q//, ndiv, Te,div) is necessary to study reactor-relevant physics 

regimes, avoiding the need for physics regime extrapolation and its inherent uncertainty.  

This philosophy echoes the 2007 report; it should be reflected in the 2015 FES 10 year plan also. 

2007 FESAC panel report [3] , page 17: 

“Recommendation 2. Such a strategic plan should recognize and address all scientific challenges 

of fusion energy including fusion engineering, materials sciences and plasma physics. It is clear 

from the identification of issues, priorities and gaps that there are many important scientific 

questions that are not directly or entirely related to plasma physics. Well before we are prepared for 

the step to DEMO, a comprehensive research program will be needed to answer these questions. Of 

particular importance would be ongoing research to explore innovative approaches in many areas. 

The fusion program can’t wait until the detailed design of new experiments has begun, since 

options must be available as plans are formulated.” 

ITER provides good examples: The vertical target divertor was chosen based on data in the 90’s. RMP 

coils for ELM mitigation did not exist at the time of ITER design. 
 

2007 FESAC panel report [3], page 9: 

 
Fig. 4.1 – Magnetic field (B) and SOL power density (PSOL B/R) for world tokamaks compared with ITER, 

ACT1 and ACT2. A high power density, high field tokamak (example C-Mod) provides access to divertor 

conditions in FNSF/DEMO. [ADX is discussed in section 9.] Data used to generate this table can be found 

at this link. 

 
5. Viable divertor solutions must be identified and tested experimentally before committing to next 

step fusion devices. Lacking that, funding agencies and policy makers will not be convinced to invest in 

a FNSF/DEMO while large-impact feasibly issues remain unresolved. 

http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/51/i=6/a=063001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0920379611006429
http://stacks.iop.org/0029-5515/51/i=10/a=103016
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/Hutchinson_NF_36_divertor_similarity.pdf
http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf#page=17
http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf#page=9
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/World_Tokamak_Parameters.pdf
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Finding 2: “In the definitions, we insist that the knowledge gained must be based on sound 

scientific principles and rigorously tested in the laboratory so that the step to a demonstration 

power reactor would be taken with high confidence of success” 

 

It is often stated that FNSF, operated in a non-nuclear phase, could be the test bed for PMI and 

advanced divertors. This facility could be the “I-4 initiative” in the 2007 FESAC panel report [3]  

(page 196): 
“I-4. Integrated experiment for plasma wall interactions and plasma facing components 

This very-long pulse or steady-state confinement experiment would perform research on plasma wall 

interactions and plasma facing components in a non-DT integrated facility. It would attempt to duplicate and 

study, as closely as possible, all of the issues and (non-nuclear) problems that PWI/PFCs would face in a 

reactor.” 

But this a bad strategy for three reasons: (1) FNSF will be highly constrained by its cost and size; it 

will lack the flexibility and rapid turn-around time needed to explore a variety of innovative solutions 

that would likely involve major redesign/configuration of poloidal field coil placements, divertor 

components and vacuum vessel. Such a concept ‘down-selection’ process would be better performed 

on a small, flexible facility. (2) FNSF in its non-nuclear phase would be underpowered, lacking D-T 

fusion. In order to simulate the PSOL B /R of its nuclear phase, a significant investment in auxiliary 

heating would be required. In comparison, a machine 1/10
th

 the size of FNSF would require 1/10
th

 the 

auxiliary heating power at the same field. (3) Advanced divertor concept exploration does not require 

long-pulse.  
 

 
Demonstrations of plausible divertor/PMI solutions for long-pulse plasmas (~ 5x10

7
 s) at 

FNSF/DEMO conditions do not require long-pulse testing. In fact, long-pulse is undesirable, since it 

carries the burden of steady-state heat removal systems. Since the primary goal is to identify reactor-

relevant plasma physics solutions that extrapolate to steady state, only pulse lengths longer than core 

plasma energy and particle confinement times are needed. At this time scale, steady power and particle 

exhaust is established in the core and divertor; divertor performance, divertor control methods (e.g., 

impurity seeding feedback control), impurity behavior and core plasma performance can be assessed. 

Material erosion rates can be monitored on short time-scales and component lifetimes can be assessed 

directly. Thus, superconducting tokamaks (EAST, KSTAR, JT-60SA, SST-1) offer no advantage for 

performing long-pulse compatible, advanced divertor development. In fact, as shown in Fig.4.1, these 

devices lack the required B and PSOLB /R values to produce FNSF/DEMO divertor similarity 

conditions, even after fully upgrading these facilities to their planned performance ratings. Moreover, 

these superconducting facilities have a fixed coil set with little flexibility for exploring advanced 

magnetic divertor topologies. 

Linear plasma simulators are not appropriate for this mission either. Even if they could produce the 

required values of B and q//, they would not be able to investigate: (1) the proper magnetic geometry, 

which must include the x-point region and last-closed flux surface interface to the confined plasma and 

(2) compatibility of the divertor concept with maintaining a high-confinement plasma core. 

6. It is neither credible, nor prudent to think that an FNSF would be an appropriate test bed (during a 

non-nuclear phase) to develop advanced divertor solutions for FNSF/DEMO. ITER will not be able to 

perform this function either. 

7. Superconducting tokamaks (EAST, KSTAR, JT-60SA) are not appropriate for this long-pulse R&D 

mission; neither are linear plasma simulators. The requirement of matching FNSF/DEMO parallel 

heat fluxes and magnetic field strengths (5-8T) makes DIII-D and NSTX-U inappropriate for this 

mission. 

http://science.energy.gov/~/media/fes/fesac/pdf/2007/Fesac_planning_report.pdf#page=196
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As shown in Fig. 4.1, the requirement of matching FNSF/DEMO parallel heat flux densities and 

magnetic fields (5-8T) is a technical challenge. A high power density, high field tokamak (example C-

Mod) can do this while moderate and low-field tokamaks (example DIII-D and NSTX-U) cannot. 

Plasma heat exhaust and PMI challenges can be divided into four sub-areas, each requiring a credible, 

reactor-relevant solution, independent of the approach taken (tokamaks or stellarators): 

1. Suppress/eliminate transient heat load events (disruptions, ELMs) 

2. Reduce steady state heat loads on divertor and first-wall surfaces to levels consistent with 

engineering constraints 

3. Demonstrate nearly full-suppression of all ion-induced erosion and material damage on divertor 

surfaces such that adequate component lifetime (~1 year, minimum) can be attained when 

confinement devices push on towards steady-state operation 

4. Demonstrate high-temperature PMI compatibility of reactor-relevant plasma-facing material 

candidates, such as tungsten and liquid metals, under tokamak operation, assessing issues of 

material erosion, damage, material migration and fuel retention at reactor parameters, 

projecting results to long-pulse operation 

Moreover, solutions will be considered viable only if they demonstrate compatibility with 

maintaining a burning plasma core. 

Existing US tokamak facilities (C-Mod, DIII-D, NSTX) continue to make world-leading contributions 

in areas (1) and (2) in support of ITER operational scenarios; continued research in these facilities is 

essential in the near term (3-5 years): disruption detection, avoidance and mitigation; ELM suppression 

and avoidance via RMP, pellet-pacing, external excitation of boundary modes/turbulence; exploration 

of ELM-suppressed regimes such as QH-mode and I-mode as reactor-relevant options; impurity 

seeding and control techniques to optimize divertor power dissipation. C-Mod is the most relevant to 

address divertor/PMI issues for ITER, since it is the only facility in the world that operates at ITER-

level scrape-off later heat fluxes and magnetic fields, has high-Z metallic walls (Mo and W) and a 

vertical target plate divertor, i.e., it is a divertor plasma simulator for ITER.  

Areas (3) and (4) require a new experimental facility, focused on advanced divertor R&D. 

 
Motivated by the above arguments, the MIT PSFC and collaborators are considering a new high-field, 

high power-density, advanced divertor tokamak experimental facility (ADX) – a device that would test 

advanced divertor concepts for next-step fusion devices at the required divertor plasma parameters 

while producing a high-performance plasma core. The idea was initially submitted as white paper to 

the FESAC Subcommittee on Future Facilities_[31]; a number of presentations has been made 

since_[20]_[32]_[33]. The concept has gathered strong community support; a paper will be presented at 

the 2014 IAEA meeting_[34]. ADX represents the kind of high-leverage facility that could form the 

basis of a ‘national divertor experiment’_[35]. As Fig. 4.1 indicates, high-field, high-power density, 

8. The FES strategic roadmap must therefore address this issue head-on and set high priorities for (1) 

experiments to support ITER’s heat exhaust challenges in the near term and (2) a new focused 

experimental facility to demonstrate, if at all possible, the existence of a plausible divertor/PMI 

solution pathway for FNSF/DEMO. 

9. A short-pulse (3-5 s), high-field, high-power density advanced divertor tokamak is the best choice 

for this R&D mission: develop and demonstrate divertor/PMI solutions that scale to long-duration 

(~5x10
7
 s) at FNSF/DEMO divertor conditions and assess their compatibility with high-performance core 

plasma operation. In addition, such a facility can be designed to test potential game-changing ideas for 

low-PMI, reactor-relevant RF current drive and heating actuators, such as high-field side launch – a 

location where PMI can be substantially reduced and wave physics is most favorable for efficient 

current drive, heating and flow drive. 

http://www.burningplasma.org/web/fesac-fsff2013/whitepapers/LaBombard_B.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/research/alcator/pubs/APS/APS2013/labombard_cont-oral_APS-13.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/research/alcator/pubs/APS/APS2013/Vieira_poster_APS-13.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/research/alcator/pubs/TTF/pdf2014/Marmar_TTF-14_final.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/FEC2014_ADX_synopsis.pdf
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/~labombard/FESAC-SPpaperInitiatives-LaBombard.pdf
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compact tokamaks (C-Mod, ADX) are ideal for accessing reactor-relevant divertor conditions on a 

cost-effective platform: small size, relatively low power requirements, highly flexible and 

reconfigurable. ADX (Fig. 9.1) would exploit the extensive infrastructure that presently supports the 

C-Mod facility at MIT and take advantage of MIT’s high-power LHCD and ICRF heating equipment 

and expertise, including an advanced field-aligned antenna on the low-field side_[36]. In addition, the 

experiment would be specifically designed to test and develop efficient, reactor-relevant lower-hybrid 

current drive and ICRF heating technologies utilizing high-field-side launch – a potential game-

changer for low PMI, efficient RF systems. Successful implementation of these technologies would 

allow access to an enhanced level core plasma performance that is otherwise not attainable. 
 

  
 

A national advanced divertor tokamak test experiment would be a crosscutting initiative contributing 

to two FES program areas – Burning Plasma Science: Foundations and Burning Plasma Science: Long 

Pulse – and would directly address a number of top tier “issues” and “major gaps” identified in the 

2007 FESAC report (see Tables 10.1 and 10.2 below), including issues related to RF heating, current 

drive and fuel cycle (high temperature fuel retention and PMI).  
 

  

 
Fig. 9.1 – Design concept for ADX: a high-field, high power density, advanced divertor 

tokamak test facility and development platform for RF heating and current drive technologies. 

10. The US has unique resources to lead world research in this critical area; it has the world’s experts 

in advanced magnetic divertors and liquid metal target concepts; it has the high-field magnet 

technology and high power-density RF systems developed for the Alcator program. The strategic plan 

for US fusion energy development should include a nationally organized, advanced divertor tokamak test 

experiment as a new, high priority initiative. Lacking such a facility, the US would likely cede world 

leadership in advanced divertor development and forgo opportunities for leadership on RF 

physics/technology and PMI issues as well. 

ADX 

Major/Minor Radius 0.73 / 0.2 m 

Elongation 1.7 

Magnetic Field 
6.5 Tesla 

(8 Tesla with power 
upgrade) 

Plasma Current 
1.5 MA 
(2 MA) 

PAUX  
10 MW ICRF 
4 MW LHCD 

Surface Power 
Density 

~ 1.7 MW/m
2
 

PAUX B/R 125 MW-T/m 

Advanced Divertor 
Concepts 

Vertical target 
SF, XD 

SXD, XPT 
Liquid metal target 

First-wall material 
(high temperature 

options) 

Tungsten/ 
Molybdenum 

Pulse Length at 
maximum field 

3s, with 
1s flat-top 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803882
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